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PIONIC EXCITATIONS AND CHIRAL SYMMETRYIN DENSE MATTER� ��W. WeisePhysik Department, Tehnishe Universität MünhenD-85747 Garhing, Germany(Reeived September 15, 2000)This presentation disusses some reent developments in our under-standing of the lightest quark�antiquark exitations, both of the ondensedQCD vauum and in a nulear medium. We fous on two seleted topis:the thermodynamis of the hiral ondensate and in-medium s-wave in-terations of pions with speial emphasis on the reently observed deeplybound pioni atom states.PACS numbers: 12.38.�t, 24.85.+p1. Prelude: symmetries and symmetry breaking patterns in QCDThe QCD ground state, or vauum, is haraterized by the presene ofa strong ondensate h�qqi of salar quark�antiquark pairs (the hiral onden-sate) whih represents the order parameter for spontaneous hiral symmetrybreaking in QCD. The light hadrons are quasi-partile exitations of this on-densed ground state. Pions and kaons are of speial importane in this on-text, as they are identi�ed with the pseudosalar Goldstone bosons of spon-taneously broken hiral symmetry; their masses would vanish in the limitof massless u-, d- and s-quarks. The pion deay onstant, f� ' 92:4 MeV,determines the hiral sale 4�f� � 1 GeV (refered to as the �hiral gap�)whih governs the low-mass hadron spetrum. For example, the lightestvetor mesons (�; !) an be interpreted as the lowest resonant q�q �dipole�exitations of the QCD vauum. Current algebra ombined with QCD �niteenergy sum rules [1, 2℄ onnets their masses diretly with the hiral gap,p2 mV = 4�f� ; (1)in leading order.� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.�� Work supported in part by BMBF, DFG and GSI.(2715)



2716 W. WeiseThe deviation of the physial pion mass, m� ' 0:14 GeV, from zero re-�ets weak expliit hiral symmetry breaking by the small masses ofu- and d-quarks, mu;d < 10 MeV. The larger kaon mass (mK ' 0:5 GeV)shows the stronger expliit symmetry breaking aused by the mass of thestrange quark, ms � 0:15 GeV. Spontaneous and expliit hiral symmetrybreaking imply the PCAC or Gell�Mann, Oakes, Renner (GOR) relation,m2�f2� = �12(mu +md)h�uu+ �ddi ; (2)to leading order in the quark masses mu;d .One of the basi issues in strong interation physis is to explore theQCD phase diagram as it evolves with inreasing temperature and/or baryonhemial potential. A key element in this disussion is the hiral transitionfrom the Nambu�Goldstone realization of hiral symmetry (with non-zeroondensate h�qqi) to the �restored� Wigner�Weyl realization in whih thehiral ondensate vanishes. In QCD, hiral restoration is probably linked tothe transition between omposite hadrons and deon�ned quarks and gluons.Chiral perturbation theory [3℄ determines the (weak) leading tempera-ture dependene of the ondensate for Nf massless quark �avours ash�qqiTh�qqi0 = 1� N2f � 1Nf � T 212f2���1 + T 224Nff2��+O(T 6) : (3)Lattie QCD [4℄ loates the ritial temperature for the hiral transitionat T '(150�200) MeV. The leading dependene of h�qqi on baryon density� at zero temperature is ontroled by the pion�nuleon sigma term, �N '0:5 GeV: h�qqi�h�qqi0 ' 1� �Nm2�f2� �+ ::: ; (4)indiating a rapidly dereasing magnitude of the hiral ondensate in oldompressed nulear matter [5℄.The GOR relation (1) ontinues to hold [6℄ in matter at �nite temper-ature T < T and at �nite density, when redued to a statement about thetime omponent, A0, of the axial urrent A�. We denote the in-medium piondeay onstant related the thermal matrix element h�jA0ji�;T by f��(�; T ).One �nds f�2� (�; T ) = � mqm�2� h�qqi�;T + ::: ; (5)to leading order in the average quark mass mq = 1=2 (mu + md), whereh�qqi�;T stands for the T - and �-dependent ondensate, h�uu + �ddi�;T . The�melting� of the ondensate by heat or ompression therefore translates



Pioni Exitations and Chiral Symmetry in Dense Matter 2717primarily into an in-medium hange of the deay onstant of the pion, giventhat its mass, m��, is not muh a�eted by the medium beause of its Gold-stone boson nature.The fat that the �hiral gap�, 4�f��(�; T ), dereases when thermody-nami onditions hange toward hiral restoration, should also imply har-ateristi observable hanges in the low-energy, s-wave dynamis of pions inmatter, and in the meson mass spetrum.The emphasis in this presentation will be on two seleted topis of ur-rent interest. First we study the thermodynamis of the hiral ondensate,h�qqi�;T . Then we disuss old matter under moderate onditions and exam-ine the in�uene of a density-dependent pion deay onstant, f��(�), on thereently observed deeply bound pioni atomi states in Pb.2. Thermodynamis of the hiral ondensate2.1. BasisSuppose we are given a hiral e�etive Lagrangian, Le� , with Goldstonebosons (pions) oupled to baryons (nuleons). Let Z be the partition fun-tion derived from this theory, and � the baryon hemial potential. Thepressure as a funtion of � and T isP (�; T ) = TV lnZ ; (6)where V is the volume. Note that the Hamiltonian whih determines Zdepends on the pion massm�, or equivalently, on the quark massmq throughthe GOR relation (2). Given the equation of state P (�; T ), a variant of theHellmann�Feynman theorem (with the quark mass treated formally as anadiabati parameter) leads to the following expression for the density andtemperature dependent hiral ondensate:h�qqi�;T = h�qqi0 � dP (�; T )dmq ; (7)where the baryon density is � = �P=��. Using the GOR relation (1), onean rewrite (7) as: h�qqi�;Th�qqi0 = 1 + 1f2� dP (�; T )dm2� : (8)(For further details see e. g. [7℄.) The task is therefore to investigate howthe equation of state, at given temperature and baryon hemial potential,hanges when varying the squared pion mass (or the quark mass).



2718 W. WeiseNote that for a system of nuleons (mass M) interating with pions, thetotal derivative of the pressure with respet to m2� redues todP (�; T )dm2� = �P (�; T )�m2� � �Nm2� �S(�; T ) ; (9)with the salar density �S=��P=�M and the sigma term �N=mq�M=�mq.2.2. ModelConsider now the following e�etive Lagrangian as an approximation tothe hadroni phase of QCD:Le� = LN + L� + L�N + LNN : (10)The free nuleon Lagrangian is LN = �N(i � p � M)N , where M is thenuleon mass in vauum. The pion setor with inlusion of �� interationsis desribed by the non-linear sigma model plus the standard pion massterm: L� = f2�4 tr [��U��U+℄ + mass term ; (11)with U = exp[i~� � ~�=f�℄. The hiral pion�nuleon oupling to leading orderin pion momentum isL�N = gA2f� �N�5~�N � ��~� � 14f2� �N�~�N � ~� � ��~� : (12)The short-distane dynamis is absorbed in NN ontat terms,LNN = �GS2 ( �NN)2 + GV2 ( �N�N)2 + ::: ; (13)with the oupling strength parameters GS;V �xed by the ground state prop-erties of normal nulear matter. What we have in mind in the �rst step isa variant of relativisti mean �eld theory ombined with �soft� pion �utu-ations treated within the framework of hiral perturbation theory.We have used two-loop thermal �eld theory to perform a self-onsistentalulation of P (�; T ) and then dedued the hiral ondensate as a funtionof temperature and baryon density using Eq. (8). This alulation [8℄ gener-ates temperature dependent mean �elds for the nuleons at the same time asit treats thermal pion �utuations with inlusion of leading �� interations.The pressure equation takes the form:P (�; T ) = PN (��;M�; T ) + P�(��;M�; T ) + GV2 �2 � GS2 �2S ; (14)



Pioni Exitations and Chiral Symmetry in Dense Matter 2719with nuleon and pion ontributions PN;�, respetively, depending on thee�etive nuleon mass M� =M �GS�S (15)and the shifted baryon hemial potential�� = ��GV � : (16)The baryon and salar densities are determined as� = ���� (PN + P�); �S = ��M� (PN + P�) : (17)The whole set of equations (14)�(17) is then solved self-onsistently.2.3. Quark ondensate at �nite T and �We return now to Eq. (8) and evaluate the variation of the hiral onden-sate with temperature and density. The dependene of P (�; T ) on the pionmass is expliit in the thermal pion Green funtion and impliit through thenuleon mass, using Eq. (9). The result for h�qqi�;T is shown in Fig 1. Onenotes that the temperature dependene at � = 0 is quite similar to the resultof lattie QCD [4℄ and lose to the one found in hiral perturbation theory [3℄.The ritial temperature in the present alulation is T ' 180 MeV.

Fig. 1. Dependene of the hiral ondensates h�qqi�;T on temperature T and baryondensity �, alulated [8℄ in two-loop thermal �eld theory with the e�etive La-grangian (10)�(13).At T = 0 we have mq(h�qqi� � h�qqi0) = �N�S . At low baryon densitywhere �S ' � the linear behaviour as in Eq. (4) is reovered. Naive ex-trapolation of this linear density dependene with �N ' 45 MeV would �nd



2720 W. Weisethe ondensate dropping to zero at about three times nulear matter den-sity �0 ' 0:17 fm�3. However the salar density �S beomes signi�antlysmaller than � at high density, so that h�qqi� still keeps almost half of h�qqi0at � = 3�0. For densities up to �0, however, the linear behaviour (4) turnsout to be a good approximation. Pioni �utuations, though not of greatoverall importane at T = 0, help to maintain this simple linear dependene.Our alulations are presently extended to the three-loop level, so wewill see whether the piture, Fig 1, is going to persist (see also Ref. [9℄). Upto this point we an onlude that the magnitude of the quark ondensateat � ' �0 is redued by about one third from its vauum value, so that thistendeny toward �hiral restoration� should have observable onsequenesalready in normal nulear systems.3. Pioni s-waves in the nulear mediumThe investigation of pion�nuleus interations has a long history [10,11℄.The reasons for revisiting this topi are two-fold: �rst, the reent observa-tion of deeply bound pioni atom states in Pb isotopes [12℄ has sharpenedthe quantitative onstraints on the loal (s-wave) part of the pion�nulearoptial potential, and seondly, there is renewed interest in the theoretialfoundations of this optial potential from the point of view of hiral dy-namis [13℄. In the present ontext we onentrate primarily on this latterpoint.Pions as Goldstone bosons interat weakly at low momentum. Theirs-wave interations with nuleons in leading order are determined by thepion deay onstant f� as the relevant sale of spontaneously broken hi-ral symmetry. In the nulear medium, this sale hanges, and the obviousquestion is whether aurate data, suh as those from deeply bound pioniatoms, are a sensitive measure for the expeted density dependene of f�.3.1. Chiral pion�nulear dynamisThe spetrum of pioni modes with energy ! and momentum ~q in nulearmatter at density � is determined by solutions of the wave equation�!2 � ~q 2 �m2� ��(!; ~q; �)�� = 0 ; (18)where the self-energy � is often expressed in terms of the optial potentialU as � = 2!U . For pions �at rest� relative to the surrounding matter, itis onvenient to introdue an in-medium e�etive mass [13℄ by m�2� (�) �!2(~q = 0; �) = m2� + Re�(! = m��; ~q = 0; �). The mass shift in matter isthen a measure of the underlying s-wave pion�nulear interations.



Pioni Exitations and Chiral Symmetry in Dense Matter 2721Consider now a low-energy �� interating with matter at low proton andneutron densities �p;n . To leading order in these densities,� = 2!U = �T (��p)�p � T (��n)�n ; (19)where T denotes the �N T -matrix (at threshold, its relation to the orre-sponding sattering length is T (~q = 0) = 4�(1 +m�=M)a).The low-energy behaviour of T is ruled by theorems based on hiral sym-metry. Consider the isospin even and odd amplitudes, T (�) = 1=2 [T (��p)�T (��n)℄. The Tomozawa�Weinberg theorem givesT (+)(!; ~q = 0) = 0; T (�)(!; ~q = 0) = !2f2� ; (20)to leading order in !. In next-to-leading order an attrative salar termproportional to �N=f2� ombines with a repulsive term of order !2 so asto reprodue the observed very small isospin-averaged sattering length,a(+) = (�0:003 � 0:002) fm. For the ase of T (�), hiral perturbation the-ory gives orretions of order !3 whih lose the 15 % gap between thelowest order result (20) and the empirial isospin-odd sattering length,a(�) = (0:128 � 0:002) fm. (See Ref. [14℄ for a reent analysis of �N sat-tering lengths.) In the atual alulations we use the threshold amplitudesT (+) = 0 and T (�) = m�=2f2�(1 + 0:066m2�=f2�), ompatible with the em-pirial sattering lengths.To leading hiral order and in the low-density limit, the �� self-energyis simply 2!U(��) = T (�)(�n � �p), with T (�) given by (20). For a �+ theisospin-odd part of the amplitude hanges sign, so that the primary mediume�et is a splitting of the �+ and �� masses in asymmetri nulear matter:�m(��) = U(��) = ��p � �n4f2� : (21)In isospin-symmetri matter there is no shift of the pion mass to this order.Clearly, systems with a large neutron exess are of speial interest here.The s-wave pion�nuleus optial potential involves more than just theamplitudes in leading order. Double sattering terms are known to be im-portant, and absorptive orretions of order �2 must be added [10,11℄. Thes-wave in-medium self-energy for a �� beomes�(~q = 0) = �T (+)e� (�p + �n)� T (�)e� (�p � �n)� 4�B0�2 ; (22)where Te� inludes double sattering e�ets. With T (+) = 0 one �nds [10,11℄in the Fermi gas approximation:T (+)e� = �3pF4�2T (�)2 ; T (�)e� = T (�)�1� 3pF8�2T (�)� ; (23)



2722 W. Weisewhere pF is the nulear Fermi momentum. Note that, with T (+) = 0, theleading term in T (+)e� now involves the squared isospin-odd amplitude pro-portional to f�4� . In T (�)e� the double sattering orretion (about �10% atpF ' 2m�) is often ignored, but we prefer to take it into aount1. The�2-term has a omplex, phenomenologial onstant B0. Its imaginary partis �tted to reprodue pion absorption rates.Apart from the B0�2 term, the s-wave �� potential at ! = m� and fora given N=Z ratio � = �n=�p beomesU(~q=0)'8 MeV� ��0�4=3+44 MeV���1�+1� ��0 "1�0:1� ��0�1=3# ; (24)whih gives about 16 MeV of repulsion at � = �0 and � = 1:5, the N=Zratio harateristi of the Pb region. From the analysis of pioni atomdata it is known that this repulsion is too weak by about a fator of two.It has been ommon pratie to hoose the phenomenologial ReB0 suhthat the missing repulsion is aounted for. This requires a large negativeReB0 for whih there is little theoretial foundation. In fat, the two-bodymehanisms whih are held responsible for ReB0 should also be present inthe deuteron. But the real part of the ��d sattering length is perfetly wellreprodued just by the single and double sattering terms already presentin Te� , suggesting ReB0 ' 0. We should look for an alternative way togenerate the �missing repulsion�.3.2. In-medium hiral ondensate and � dependent pion deay onstantThe onsiderations in the previous setion were based on the hiral low-energy theorem (20), expressed in terms of the vauum pion deay onstant.In other words: our referene point for the hiral expansion (in powers ofthe pion energy or momentum) has so far been the minimum of the vauume�etive potential derived from the hiral Lagrangian, the one that appliesat density � = 0. However, the nulear medium de�nes a new vauum, withthe minimum of the e�etive potential shifted suh that the magnitude of thehiral ondensate h�qqi is redued (see Setion 2). Following the in-mediumGOR relation (5) for the time omponent of the axial urrent, we haveh�qqi�=h�qqi0 = f�2� (�)=f2� (assuming at this stage no hange of the Goldstoneboson mass). The shift of the vauum therefore implies a density dependentpion deay onstant, f�2� (�) = f2� � �Nm2� � ; (25)to leading order in the baryon density.1 In the literature the notations T (+)e� = 4�(1 +m�=M)be�0 and T (�)e� ' T (�) =� 4�(1 +m�=M)b1 are frequently used.



Pioni Exitations and Chiral Symmetry in Dense Matter 2723While the minimum of the e�etive potential is shifted at � > 0, thehiral low-energy theorem (20) for �N sattering still holds, but now withrespet to the new vauum with its redued ondensate and redued piondeay onstant f��(�). The isospin-odd in-medium �N amplitude beomesT (�) = !2f�2� ; (26)to leading hiral order, while the isospin-even amplitude still has T (+) = 0.Chiral perturbation theory should now be expanded around the new, shiftedvauum, with the hiral gap replaed by 4�f��(�) wherever it appears.With Eq. (25), this immediately implies that the s-wave optial potential(22), with f� replaed by f��, will be substantially more repulsive than theone given by Eq. (24). In fat, this potential beomes about twie as largeat � = �0 and � = 1:5 when replaing f� by f��(�0) ' 0:82f� aording toEq. (25). We will now investigate the onsequenes of this assertion for theunderstanding of deeply bound pioni atom states in heavy nulei.3.3. Deeply bound pioni statesThe existene of narrow 1s and 2p states in heavy pioni atoms resultsfrom a subtle balane between the attrative Coulomb potential and therepulsive s-wave optial potential [15℄. The net attration is loalized atand beyond the nulear surfae. Under these speial onditions the overlapof the pion densities with the nulear density distribution is su�iently smallso that the absorptive width is redued and the deeply bound states havea hane to be observed as narrow strutures. This is the ase in the GSImeasurements of 1s and 2p pioni states in 207Pb [12℄ and, most reently, in205Pb, using the (d; 3He) reation for their prodution.We have performed detailed alulations for pioni 1s and 2p states in Pband other isotopes [16℄. The aim is to explore, in partiular, the sensitivityof the widths of these states with respet to the density dependene of thepion deay onstant as it enters in the hiral s-wave potential (22). We haveombined this s-wave potential, treated in the loal density approximation,with the time-honoured non-loal p-wave potential whih systematially re-produes the binding energies and widths of the higher-lying pioni atomstates previously measured in stopped �� experiments [11, 17℄.Our results for pioni 207Pb are shown in Fig 2. The points denoted�f�� are obtained using the vauum value of the pion deay onstant inT (�) as it enters the s-wave optial potential (22), (23). We have usedReB0 = 0 in our �standard� set and Im B0 ' 0:06m�4� following [11, 17℄.The neutron radius is taken about 3% larger than the proton radius in theloal densities �(r)n and �(r)p . Clearly, the �vauum f�� senario is quite far o�
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Fig. 2. Binding energy B and width � of 1s and 2p pioni atom states in 207Pb. Points (f�) are obtained [16℄ using the hiral s-wave optial potential (22, 23)with vauum pion deay onstant (f� = 92:4 MeV) and ReB0 = 0. Dark ellipses(f��) are results [16℄ when replaing f� by the in-medium deay onstant (25) with�N = (45� 8) MeV. Light shaded areas: empirial range of B, � from Ref. [12℄.the lightly shaded areas whih give the range of 1s and 2p binding energiesand widths as dedued from the 208Pb (d;3He)207Pb� data [12℄. The missings-wave repulsion an of ourse be generated by simply adjusting ReB0. Thiswould require a large negative value, ReB0 ' �0:07m�4� , whih would beat odds with theoretial many-body alulations [18℄, though within largeunertainties [19℄. It would also be at odds with the ��-deuteron satteringlength as mentioned earlier. On the other hand, replaing the vauum piondeay onstant in T (�) by f��(�) as given by Eq. (25), with � treated as loaldensity distribution, the missing repulsion in the s-wave optial potentialis easily supplied. The alulated results are shown by the dark ellipses inFig 2. The data are now well reprodued using ReB0 = 0.Our preditions for the ase of pioni 205Pb are shown in Fig 3 togetherwith reent (preliminary) data [20℄. This is a partiularly interesting exam-ple beause here the 1s state has been found as a well isolated peak in the(d;3 He) spetrum.4. Conluding remarks and perspetivesThe results in Setion 3 learly demonstrate that detailed high prei-sion studies of deeply bound pioni atoms do provide strong additional on-straints on the s-wave pion�nuleus optial potential, espeially when thesestudies are arried systematially through isotopi hains of neutron-rih
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig 2, for pioni 1s and 2p states in 205 Pb. Theoretial preditions[16℄ are ompared with preliminary data (light shaded ellipses) [20℄.nulei. We have taken the position here that the repulsion in the s-wavepion�nulear interation required to generate narrow 1s and 2p states, isnaturally linked to the density dependene of the pion deay onstant whihin turn re�ets the hange of the QCD vauum struture in dense matter.We note that the isospin even and odd terms in the s-wave optial po-tential for a �� are both repulsive, whereas for a �+, the odd part hangessign and beomes attrative. For nulei with N=Z ' 1:5 it turns out thatthe even and odd terms almost anel, leaving a very small in-medium massshift to the �+. This appears to be ompatible with the analysis of �+eletroprodution on 3He leading to 3H in the �nal state [21℄.We have omitted a variety of other interesting topis related to hiraldynamis in a nulear medium, suh as the splitting of K+ and K� masseswhih may have already been observed in high-energy heavy ion ollisionsat GSI. It is likely that the symmetry breaking pattern starting from therelatively weak �+=�� mass splitting in asymmetri nulear matter proeedsvia the K= �K system to the splitting of D+ and D� masses in matter whiho�ers the unique opportunity to investigate the in-medium dynamis of asingle light quark attahed to a heavy spetator quark.The author would like to thank to N. Kaiser, R. Leisibah, M. Flaskampand Th. Shwarz whose work has ontributed substantially to this paper.Thanks are also due to P. Kienle, H. Gilg and T. Yamazaki for many fruitfuldisussions.
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